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Over the last few years, I’ve sometimes
felt like Alice in Wonderland when it comes
to the size of our paper. This last year we
grew from 24 pages to 28 pages, but in the
last four years our actual paper size has
been trimmed twice. 

Our printer has now informed us that due
to high paper costs, Voices and other
tabloid-size papers it prints are losing
another inch off the top. We’re making due,
and as soon as we gain enough advertising
support to pay the difference, we’ll add
pages to make up for it. It’s a priority.

Priorities say a lot about a person and a
paper. I wasn’t all that surprised recently
when our local corporate daily designated
its advertising manager as the new publish-
er. When I worked in a Gannett newsroom,
reporters and editors would watch the
advertising department enjoy the nicer work

space and the catered hot lunch once a
month while we munched on day-old gro-
cery store doughnuts we bought for each
other. As much as we journalism majors
wanted to believe news was the life blood of
the newspaper, everyone could see that
advertising was the heart that pumped it. 

We hear a lot about the demise of dailies
around the country these days. Maybe that
will happen to all newspapers, including
Voices, some day. I hope not. I’d like to
think it’s the upside-down priorities of the
big dailies that got them where they are
now. When advertising dollars became
more important than the watchdog function
the journalism provided, something shifted.
Corporations have sucked papers dry for the
profit they gained from selling ads based on
circulation instead of on quality journalism.
Eventually subscriptions fell off and dailies
had to supplement that paid circulation by
dropping bundles of new, free publications
all over town (and, locally speaking, some-
times all over Voices).

They say the Internet is to blame. I just
find it hard to believe that the fast-paced
world of the Internet could so easily sap

print readers away from newspapers. Web
readers are not known for spending 30 min-
utes or more reading to the end of an inves-
tigative piece, yet that’s what print readers
expect to do with a good newspaper. 

No doubt, even (and especially) Voices
needs advertisers to continue to grow, to
pay the printer and some day to pay writers,
editors, designers and photographers for the
professional services they now donate to
Voices. But will we ever incur the costs of
paying profits to distant stockholders? Will
we ever subsidize non-news-related busi-
nesses in some grand corporation?

No. As we continue to chart our course, I
am grateful to our supporters who make
creating this paper worth the time and ener-
gy we volunteers put into it. I’m grateful to
those who kept it going all these years, to
those who will come after and to the stu-
dents we train along the way. I can’t accept
the death of newspapers yet, because this
one is growing faster than ever.

Please enjoy our emphasis on the envi-
ronment this month. Like February’s
emphasis on black history, and March’s on
women’s issues, we thought it timely to
highlight the environment in honor of Earth
Day. If you have an idea for a special theme,
jump right in and let us know.
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